The young Jack Kennedy travels to Europe on a secret mission for Franklin Roosevelt as the world braces for war. It's the spring of 1939, and the prospect of war in Europe on the eve of World War II. In one of the most deliciously high-concept thrillers imaginable (The New Yorker) a young JFK travels to Europe to gather research for his Harvard senior thesis. A potent combination of history and storytelling. Jack 1939 is a sexy, thrilling espionage tale that explores what might have happened when a young, sickly and perpetually ill, 22-year-old JFK was pressed into secret service by President Roosevelt in order to find out if and how Hitler was smuggling munitions into Europe on the very eve of World War II itself in order to find out if and how Hitler was smuggling munitions into the United States. A young Jack Kennedy travels to Europe on a secret mission. Jack 1939 re-imagines JFK as a spy.